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Joanna was persuaded by a friend to volunteer
on a dig whilst at college in Winchester aged 17
and nearly 30 years on is still working as an
archaeologist. Archaeology has taken her all
around the world, brings her into contact with
amazing people and gives her unending
opportunities to learn something about just
about anything. Joanna is based with SCAPE at
the University of St Andrews and currently
manages the award winning Scotland’s Coastal
Heritage at Risk Project which encourages
public involvement in the research, investigation
and stewardship of Scotland’s coastal
archaeology. It is this that brings her to
Shetland - although not nearly as often as she
would like.

Ellie is originally from Aberdeen and can’t believe she didn’t come to Shetland until 2014 when the 
SCAPE team were visiting high-priority coastal sites as part of the Scotland’s Coastal Heritage at Risk 
Project. Her undergraduate studies focused on Egypt and the ancient Mediterranean though her early 
career in archaeology was slightly further north in Wales where she worked in a variety of landscapes.
She moved home to Scotland in 2012 to join Tom and Jo at SCAPE and to work on the SCHARP 
Project. Ellie’s role has taken her all over the Scottish coast working with local communities to 
celebrate and record their threatened coastal heritage. Her passion for complex historic landscapes 
has engendered a particular enthusiasm for the Shetland Islands and when she’s not exploring 
eroding archaeological sites Ellie likes to take the opportunity to capture the beauty of these island 
landscapes in painting.

What is your favourite site on Shetland?

(in unison!) – Channerwick of course.

What websites are your go to or favourites?

Jo – XC Weather

Ellie – The National Map Library because it’s such a useful resource for us.

And of course the brilliant Scotland’s Coastal Heritage at Risk website, especially the Sites at Risk Map
– it’s got everything you need to know about eroding sites in Scotland.

What’s the best thing you've ever found?

A broch!

If you could time travel to any era/answer any question what would it be? 

We’d travel back to the Bronze Age to find out what on earth people did at burnt mounds.

If you could have only one tool in the field what would it be and why?

A notebook and pencil (in an emergency you can actually dig with a pencil) – or maybe the SCHARP 
app as it’s an all-in-one recording device.

What's the worst thing that ever happened?

Ellie – digging a medieval site, the only find I had out of one deposit was a sherd of Saintonge 
pottery, and I weighed the finds tray down with a stone. Someone walking past the trench picked up 
the stone, thinking it was something interesting and the wind flipped the tray over, we never found 
the sherd again.

Jo – I think I actually may have almost died of hypothermia doing a survey in driving sleet on 
Dartmoor – it took me three days to recover and feel warm again.

Ellie – well that puts my story into perspective.

If you could debunk one myth or misinformed idea in/about archaeology what would it 
be?

Jo – that archaeology is all about digging and having a nice time on site, unfortunately there’s a lot of 
officey and managery stuff behind it.

Do you see yourself as a hunter or a gatherer?

Both – definitely a gatherer
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